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My Top 10 Stock Valuation Ratios and How to Use Them

Do you have photographic memory like Warren Buf f ett?

I don’t.

I can’t remember every accounting ratio, stock valuation method or detail about a company.

But I do have a set of  f avorite “go to” stock valuation ratios that I like to ref ine and improve. My top 10 tends
to change over the years as I f ind better ideas to replace my existing one.

You see, the way you think and value stocks should be similar to how you run your portf olio.

If  you f ind a better idea, replace the one that is inf erior.

If  you come across a valuation ratio, analysis technique or learning method that improves your investing,
replace your outdated or inf erior method.

This is what helps keep Charlie Munger young in his thinking.

Here’s my 10 best stock valuation ratios. I use these on a daily basis with the OSV Stock Analysis tool and
they are the cornerstones allowing me to quickly analyze and value stocks.

The valuation ratios are listed alphabetically.

#1. Cash Conversion Cycle

Cash Conversion Cycle = Days Inventory Outstanding + Days Sales Outstanding – Days Payables
Outstanding

Not a “valuation” ratio, but a crucial part of  analyzing a company.

The cash conversion cycle  gives you insight into how ef f iciently the business manages its cash.

Every company’s goal is to turn cash over quickly and the entire cash conversion cycle is a measure of
management ef f ectiveness.

The lower the better, and a great way to compare competitors.

Here’s an image that explains how the cash conversion cycle works.

In a previous article, I showed how you can use
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The  Cash Co nve rs io n Cycle

In a previous article, I showed how you can use
the cash conversion cycle to determine
winners and losers.

How to Use the Cash Conversion Cycle

The cash conversion number is a relative number.
You can’t look at a single cash conversion number
and determine whether it ’s good or not.

You need a f rame of  ref erence.

And that ref erence is it ’s historical averages as
well as the industry competitor cash conversion
numbers.

E.g. compare Costco, Target, Wal-Mart and you
can get some deep insight into how each
business is run simply by comparing.

Look f or trends where the cash conversion
number is decreasing. Be cautious with big
increases as it indicates possible cash shortage
and inventory issues.

#2. Cash Return on Invested Capital – CROIC

CROIC = FCF/Invested Capital

CROIC is a variation of ROIC. CROIC f ocuses on the returns made with FCF instead of  net income.

This lets you see how well management utilizes the cash that isn’t part of  the business. It ’s a great way to
measure the skills of  the managers.

On the numerator, I interchange FCF with owner earnings depending on the company and situation.

For many years, I used the Invested Capital f ormula taught by F Wall Street

 but recently switched to the f ollowing.

Invested Capital = Shareholders Equity + Interest Bearing Debt + Short Term Debt + Long Term Debt

This is now in line with Morningstar ’s def init ion of  invested capital.

Invested capital is a very murky f ormula. It ’s totally non standard. There are lots of  variations f loating around.

Check out this old school value thread where a group of  us try to understand which invested capital f ormula
is correct. There are 5 dif f erent f ormula’s you can use.

But a couple of  reasons why I’m changing f ormulas.

Finding excess cash is hard. It ’s a lot like trying to calculate maintenance capex. It ’s brutal.

In some cases, CROIC came in much higher and totally unsustainable. I needed a balanced version af ter
all these years.
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How to Use CROIC in Your Analysis

I like to see CROIC growing or consistent above 13%. If  a company exceeds a CROIC of  13% consistently, it ’s
also a sign of  a moat.

Companies with negative FCF will obviously show negative CROIC. By achieving 13+%, you can tell that FCF is
posit ive and the business is a strong perf ormer in the industry.

Look f or some levels of  consistency too. It ’s not going to be f lat line consistent since FCF is a lumpy f igure.

Check out AAPL’s CROIC.

For all the crit ics out there saying how AAPL has lost its touch, it ’s becoming MSFT or other nonsense, the
numbers don’t tell the same story.

CROIC and  ROIC fo r AAPL | Click to  Enlarg e

If  this valuation metric sounds good to you, go get some f ree ideas based on companies with
strong increasing CROIC.

#3. EV/EBIT Valuat ion Ratio

EV/EBIT = Enterprise Value / Earnings Before Interest and Tax

I’ve come to appreciate EV/EBIT more over the years. Greg Speicher has a good discussion on using
EV/EBIT over PE. There are good thoughts in the comments too.

I’ve also read a lot that Buf f ett ’s rule of  thumb is to pay 10x pretax when acquiring businesses.

And although Buf f ett is buying out the entire private company, that doesn’t mean you can’t apply it to public
markets too. Af ter all, if  it ’s Buf f ett, you know he’s going to stick to his methodology whether he is buying
stocks or whole businesses.

Check out this post by Brooklyn Investor discussing Buf f ett ’s past purchases. Most f all in the 10x pretax
earnings range.

Even when I run EBIT valuations, many companies trade around a multiple of  10.

How to Use the EV/EBIT Valuation Ratio

Since EBIT is not an af ter tax number, you can use it to compare across industries.

In the Cash Conversion example, you can’t compare Costco to a company like AAPL, but by EV/EBIT, you can
compare the valuation of  each.

You still need to take a look at industry and historical averages though.
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Here’s  AAPL again.

AAPL has an EV/EBIT o f 10x | Click to  Enlarg e

Now if  I apply that to the EBIT calculator f rom the Value Analyzer  using a revenue of  $176B and f actor in all
the cash it has, the 10x multiple gives AAPL a f air value close to the mid $700′s.

Here’s a link to the youtube video on how the EBIT model works.

AAPL EBIT Valuatio n using  10x EBIT Multip le  | Click to  Enlarg e

If  Buf f ett ever gets comf ortable with a tech stock af ter IBM, he should look into AAPL.

#4: FCF to Sales

FCF/S = Free Cash Flow / Sales

FCF to sales is a simple metric that tells you what percentage of  sales is converted directly to FCF. Instead of
FCF, you can use your own variation of  FCF or owner earnings.
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The higher the better.

How to Interpret FCF/S

Any company that has a FCF/S ratio higher than 10% is a FCF generating machine.

It tells you that the company is very prof itable, has strong operations and if  you dig deeper, you’ll f ind a moat.

Take a look at how strong CSCO is.

Cisco ’s Ab il ity to  Ge ne rate  FCF fro m Sale s | Click to  Enlarg e

Any company that can generate FCF like CSCO does has the added benef it of  being able to:

hand out dividends with ease

reinvest and seek other opportunit ies

#5: Free Cash Flow to Short  Term Debt

FCF to Short Term Debt = Free Cash Flow / Short Term Debt 

Not every valuation stat I look at is related to what the upside is.

In f act, one of  my key analysis requirements is to look at ratios that f orce inverted thinking.

Instead of  looking at whether debt has increased, I ask myself  whether debt can be easily covered even if  it
goes up.

The FCF to Short Term Debt ratio asks the question whether the company can cover it ’s short term debt with
FCF. Not by borrowing or diluting, but with internally generated f unds.

How to Use the FCF to Short Term Debt Ratio

Debt isn’t always a bad thing.

And sometimes, a company may take on debt to cover short term dif f icult ies. The key is identif ying whether the
debt is f or a broken business model, or whether it is manageable and only a temporary set back.

If  it ’s the later, you can take advantage of  f alling prices to make a nice entry point.

If  FCF/Short Term Debt is below 1, the stock doesn’t generate enough FCF to cover its debt.

Enjoy what you're reading? Get Access to More

Get more tips and investing strategies in your inbox. I'll send you 9 FREE Investing Spreadsheets as a welcome
bonus.

If  you zoom out and see that the ratio is consistently below 1, there is a high chance of  trouble.

If  the ratio is above 1, then debt can be covered without having to borrow more.
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Take a look at Transocean (RIG).

Users of  the Stock Analysis Tool need to go to the “DCF Valuation” section and scroll down to the “Debt”
section to see these values.

FCF to  Sho rt Te rm De b t Ratio  fo r Transo ce an (RIG) | Click to  Enlarg e

Transocean is an example of  a typical company with heavy capex, high f ixed costs, and needs to borrow
regularly.

Unless you know the oil drilling industry very well and keep up with oil and energy demands, RIG is not an easy
company to invest in.

When the Deepwater Horizon oil spill occurred, drillers were crushed and it was a good time to buy when the
market was uncertain and scared.

However the FCF/Short Term Debt ratio shows RIG f alling into dangerous levels since 2011.

Is it a coincidence that the stock has f allen on hard times since 2011?

RIG Sto ck Chart During  Ye ars o f Lo w FCF/Sho rt Te rm De b t

Probably, but it ’s a good way to invert your thinking.

#6: Inventory Turnover

Inventory Turnover = Sales/Inventory
or
COGS/Average Inventory

The inventory turnover ratio measures how quickly the company sells its inventory.

Remember the cash conversion cycle above?
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The goal is to quickly turn inventory into cash, then reinvest the cash back into inventory, and then turn it to
cash again f or even more prof its.

The more your company does this in a single year, the higher the ef f iciency and prof itability.

How to Use Inventory Turnover

An inventory turnover of  nine means that the company has gone through and sold all its inventory nine times
during the period.

When you use inventory turnover, you need to make sure that you are comparing with similar companies.

A turnover of  two is horrif ic in the retail industry, but f or heavy machinery, it is excellent.

Make sure you are comparing apples to applies.

A high inventory turnover can be achieved via

1. t ight inventory management (which is excellent)

2. or reducing prices to quickly sell (which is bad)

Don’t just blindly accept a number. Always ask yourself  why?

More reading on inventory turnover.

#7: Magic Formula Yield

Af ter I f irst read The Litt le Book that Beats the Market

, the idea and the presentation made sense, but I didn’t believe the results.

I originally wrote about the magic formula investing results with the intent to disprove it, but the results took
me by surprise and I appreciate it more.

Here’s the Magic Formula Yield.

Magic Formula Yield = EBIT / Enterprise Value

It ’s just the earnings yield. The inverse of  EV/EBIT.

How to Use the Magic Formula Yield

The earnings yield can be used to compare against earnings of  another stock, sector or the whole market and
even bond yields.

It ’s another relative valuation ratio to use with a ref erence.

I like to look f or earnings yield averages of  at least 10% to consider it undervalued.

In other words, the EV/EBIT multiple has to be 10x or less.

#8: Piotroski Score

This isn’t a “valuation ratio” but it is a quality score that leads to an easier valuation.
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Here’s how the Piotroski Score  works.

The f irst four criteria of the Piotroski Score count towards profitability.
1. Positive net income compared to last year
2. Posit ive operating cash f low in the current year
3. Higher return on assets (ROA) in the current period compared to the ROA in the previous year
4. Cash f low f rom operations greater than Net Income
Points 5-7 of the Piotroski Score, looks at the health of the balance sheet in terms of debt and the
number of shares outstanding.
5. Lower ratio of  long term debt to in the current period compared value in the previous year
6. Higher current ratio this year compared to the previous year
7. No new shares were issued in the last year
The last two factors of the Piotroski Score looks at operating eff iciency.
8. A higher gross margin compared to the previous year
9. A higher asset turnover ratio compared to the previous year

I even took it a step f urther to narrow down the best Piotroski scores.

How to Use the Piotroski Score

Look f or trends.

Is it increasing?

Is it decreasing?

What’s great about the quality analysis metrics like the Piotroski Score, Altman Z score, Beneish M score
and so on, is that it breaks it down f or you.

A historical Piotroski Score breakdown puts everything into context versus a single number.

Pio tro ski Sco re  Bre akd o wn | Click to  Enlarg e

#9: Price to Intrinsic Value

Price/Intrinsic Value

This one is tricky.

Simply because you have to know how to value stocks to get the intrinsic value.

Here’s a condensed version on the best stock valuation methods that you can check out.

How to Use the Price to Intrinsic Value
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The idea behind using a price to intrinsic value ratio is to invest in the most undervalued stock.

If  you have 10 stocks that are undervalued and only want to buy two of  the stocks, how do you know which
one to buy?

Using the Price to Intrinsic Value ratio helps you compare between your selections.

All the valuation ratios above f ocused on comparing against industry competitors to see whether a stock is
cheap or not.

Here, it boils down to which of  the cheap stocks do you want to invest in?

Here’s the image of  the EBIT valuation model again.

Price  to  Intrins ic  Value  Ratio

If  the intrinsic value is below the stock price (i.e. overvalued), the ratio is greater than 1.

If  the intrinsic value is higher than the stock price (i.e. undervalued), the ratio is less than 1.

Now you can see how this will help you when you’ve got a list of  stocks you want to buy.

Go f or the one with the lowest ratio.

#10: DuPont Model for ROE

Understanding numbers in context is vital.

ROE is one of  those numbers that gets thrown around so of ten without thought or explanation.

It ’s a gimme that a ROE is good and low ROE is bad.

Wrong.

The standard ROE = Net Income / Shareholders Equity

At f ace value, it looks good, but not when you can break it down f urther and get deep insight into how the
company achieves its ROE.

The DuPont ROE = (Net Profit  Margin x (Asset Turnover) x (Equity Multiplier)

ROE = (Net Income/Sales) x (Sales/Total Assets) x (Total Assets/Shareholders Equity)

Who knew you could get so much juicy inf o f rom ROE alone.

To get the f ull analysis and explanation, be sure to check out the DuPont Analysis  article.

How to Use the DuPont Model
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There two variations you can use f or the DuPont model.

A 3 step version (shown above) and a 5 step version.

Use the worksheet in the OSV stock spreadsheet  to get both versions analyzed automatically.

ROE is a way to measure the ef f ectiveness of  management. Now you can see in which area management is
exceeding or lacking.

Here’s a snapshot of  the DuPont analysis f or AAPL.

3 Ste p  and  5 Ste p  DuPo nt Analys is o f AAPL | Click to  Enlarg e

If  you look at 2013, ROE dropped to 30% f rom 35%.

The 3 Step DuPont analysis shows you that the main culprit is a big drop in net prof it margins. Increase in debt
is also a small part of  the drop.

The 5 step DuPont analysis takes it f urther and shows you that operating margins is really to blame.

Cool huh?

If  I couldn’t get all this data easily, I’m sure I wouldn’t be using the DuPont Model. But the DuPont now earns a
strong spot in my top 10 list.

How Would You Rate My Top 10 Stock Valuat ion Ratios?

I’d love to hear your thoughts in the comment section below. What are your thoughts on my list of  10? What
are your f avorite valuation ratios and why? How of ten do you replace your views and methods you are using?

About Jae Jun

Jae Jun is the f ounder of  Old School Value. He is on a mission to provide practical and actionable
value investing tools, tutorials and educational material to help empower the individual investor.
Keep in touch with Jae via any of  the methods linked below.
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